Question Formulation Technique (QFT)
Small Group Worksheet
Date: ___________________ Teacher/Instructor: _______________________________________________________
Class/Course: ______________________________________________ Period/Section: ________________________
Participants: _____________________________________________________________________________________

Step 1: Review Rules
Rules for Producing Questions:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Ask as many questions as you can.
Do not stop to discuss, judge or answer any questions.
Write down every question exactly as it was stated.
Change any statement into a question.

[

Step 2: Generate Questions using QFocus Number questions to help with discussion during rest of QFT
Group Questions:
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Step 3: Categorize Questions
Review the list of questions generated and categorize each question as closed (C) or open (O).
A closed question has short, direct answers
An open question requires more explanation.

▪
▪

Step 4: Revise Questions
Review the list of questions generated and adjust or revise any questions as needed. Add any additional questions
created from these revisions to the list.
Are there any questions you want to revise?
Choose at least one question to change from closed to open?
Choose one question to change from open to closed?

▪
▪
▪

Step 5: Prioritize Questions
Review the list of questions generated and select your priority questions based on the criteria given by the teacher.
Be prepared to share your three priority questions and rationale for selecting those questions.

Priority Questions:
1.
2.
3.
Rationale:
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Strategy:
TAG
(Textbook Activity Guide)
Before
 During
 After
background
The Textbook Activity Guide (TAG) helps students better understand the structure of a confusing textbook.
Many times students become overwhelmed by textbook reading. They might see everything in the textbook as
equally important (or unimportant) and then view the textbook not as a reference with predictable reference
tools, but a long, dull novel without any interesting characters or actions. Textbooks can stymie a student before
he/she even begins reading. So, TAG helps them to break the reading into more manageable chunks and
guides them through the text with a focus on strategic processes and self monitoring.
monitoring
While TAGs are typically intended for textbooks, they differ from a traditional study guide because the listed
tasks lead students to look at processes for learning new information. The products of using these processes then
require students to use effective reading and learning strategies to internalize information and then make
connections to their prior knowledge of the content.

Implement
Many different TAG codes exist, so feel free to use ones that you think will work for your students &
content. The codes below were used on several TAG documents found on the web. One example
had students self-monitor as they read. A TAG example follows on page 2.
Possible TAG Strategy Codes to guide students:
PossibleTAGStrategyCodes
PossibleTAGStrategyCodesto
TAGStrategyCodestoguidestudents:
toguidestudents:
guidestudents:
RR=
RR Read and retell in your own words to your
P=predict
partner
WR=provideawrittenresponse

WR
DP=
DP Discuss with partner
PP=
PP Predict with a partner
Skim=readquicklyforstatedpurpose
Skim
WR=
WR Write a response on your own
GO=completeagraphicorganizer(ie:Venn
GO
SK=
SK Skim quickly for purpose stated then discuss
Diagram,T-Chart.Etc.)
with partner
MOC=
MOC Map, outline, or chart the information
PP=predictwithpartner
PP
Self-Monitoring Codes
 = I understand this information
? = I am not sure I understand this information
X = I do not understand this and need to reread and restudy & ask my teacher.

Adapted from:
Allen, Janet. "Textbook Activity Guide." Textbook Activity Guide. Web. 28 Feb. 2011.
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Name: ________________________
Date: _____________________

SAMPLE TAG: Houghton Mifflin Social Studies Book, Level 6, P. 199-203
Step
#

Page(s)

Strategy
Code

Directions
Use the timeline to determine the years of the New Kingdom.

1

p. 201

SKIM

Years of New Kingdom: _____________________________
With your partner, list all the
headings and subheadings found
in this section.

2

p. 199203

SKIM

Headings:





Subheadings:





Based on these subheadings, create two prediction questions. For
example, if I look at the subheading “A Better Calendar,” my
prediction question might be, “I wonder if the book will tell me how
the Egyptian calendar is different from the one that existed before
this?”
3

p. 199203

PP, WR

P1: ______________________________________
P2: ______________________________________

Discuss with your partner the way the word pharaoh changed in
meaning. Write those meanings.
Pharaoh Meaning: __________________________________
_______________________________________________
4

p. 199

P

Pharaoh Meaning: __________________________________
_______________________________________________
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Work with your partner to complete a Venn Diagram that compares
and contrasts the accomplishments of Hatshepsut and Thutmose III.

5

p. 200203

GO

Write a note to yourself about why there were no pyramids built
during this period.
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
6

p. 200

WR

_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
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Create a Map that shows the order of rulers during the New Kingdom.

7

p. 199201

GO

Predict with your partner the response of the Egyptian people when Hatshepsut
wouldn’t let Thutmose III rule the Kingdom. Create newspaper headlines for that
day’s newspaper:

1. one headline for an interview with Hatshepsut:
_______________________________________________
8

p. 200201

PP, WR

2. one headline after interviewing a man and woman on the
street
_______________________________________________
3. one headline after interviewing Thutmose III
_______________________________________________
Create two obelisks with one representing Hatshepsut’s reign and one representing
Thutmose III’s reign. Your words and drawings should be specific enough so we
could match the obelisk with the ruler.

9

10

p. 199203

ALL

GO

P, WR

Discuss with your partner the lasting gifts we have received from the rulers and
people living during the New Kingdom age. Write a summary sentence that would
help us remember.

______________________________________________
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